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Canal sailing is, to say the least, peculiar.
And it must not be considered in the same category
as open water sailing. It has entirely different
rewards and it calls for very different techniques.

In most open water sailing the sailing itself is
the main reward. This is certainly not so on most
English canals; by all ordinary standards the sailing
is appalling: trees or buildings screen the canal,
there are countless bridges (not to mention invisible
telephone wires), and most canals are too narrow to
permit tacking. - A perfect recipe for total frustration?
Well, it hasn't worked out like that.

It does depend on what you are looking for.
Forewarned as to the sailing difficulties, the canals
offer the opportunity to make a journey that would
otherwise be impossible - they join headwater to
headwater, they give water routes to otherwise inaccess-
ible regions, they have their own particular beauties.
And we have covered most of the system by, Wayfarer.

It must be accepted: you can't sail all the way.
You'll sail perhaps fifty percent of it. 'Nhat other
propulsion? - outboard, oars, towrope from towpath;
we favour the last - quiet and surprisingly rapid.
When you do get a favourable wind the satisfaction of
being able to sail the cut is out of all proportion.
It's wonderful to be travelling silently across country
threading woods (the overhanging branches do not touch
you can weave between them - but warn any other craft!)
- and shooting bridges. In the latter case we have
developed some most useful gadgetery. Obviously you
must have a lowering forestay - that's to say a block
on the jib tack strop carrying the forestay inhaul
which is then cleated off accessibly. As for gadgets:-

1. Tabernacles on the Norfolk wherries (operated by
a man and boy) employed a massive lump of cast iron

as balance weight. This might be somewhat counter-
productive in a capsized Wayfarer, so we use half-inch
shockoord pulling sixfold over'the heel of the mast to
take some of the weight.

2. As the mast comes down and you're watching the
bridge, the shrouds slacken, the spreaders dangle

and (given half a chance) they spludge you in the eye
just when your vision should be at its best. Use a
winter evening to think up a little tackle of light
shockcord and burgee blocks to fold the spreaders upwards
as the mast descends - saves an awful lot of bad language.

3. Usually you won't nee'd even to down sail at bridges
(critically strong winds or currents excepted).

We have an eyelet in the leach of the mainsail about a
third of the way up. A fine line is rove through and
passes forr'ard on both sides of the sail, through the
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whisker pole lugs on the mast. through a ring on the
foredeck, under a secondary sheave in the jib tack block,
and so to the thimble where the forestay joins its
inhaul. As the mast descenids, the forestay pulls
avway from the stemhead, the doubled line is tightened
and gathers in the mainsail, preventing its trailing
over the side or smothering the helmsman.

It's very flattering to be able to sail up to low
bridge and, as your mast comes close to a row of hopeful
faces, to drop the lot smartly and shoot through, raising
all again the other side. Do get the timing right
though; if you're standing on the inhaul just when it
ought to run out you will provide a lot of happy enter-
tainment for the delighted spectators.

A cruising dinghy on the canals Is a great rarity.
I know all about Power Gives Way to Sail - you can
reckon that a lot of the power you encounter will hardly
know what a sail is for - let alone the reasons for
giving way. And should you chance to be in water
wide enough for tacking you will have some'of them really
mystified as to why you don't sail straight upwind.
So, as far as possible, sail gives way to power - courtesy
costs us little, and some noddyboat skippers are.really
worried by that great sheet of canvas bearing down toward
them. On rare occasions you can meet a powerboat man
who shouts that you ought never to be on the cut.
Very few have ever botlhered to leaf through the General
Canal Byelaws - if they know of their existence.IWhen you apply for your canal licence* buy a copy of
the Byelaws. It's as well to know your rights and
to be able to wave them in the face of an ignorant
challenger. In fact of course the rules relating to
sail on the canals are a survival from the days before
any mechanical propulsion when all sorts of estuary
craft would hoist sail if they could. At the same time,
nowadays one should avoid overstresBing the sailing
aspect to the authorities: if anything you are a rowing
boat which can hoist sail when conditions are favourable.
Understandably the office people, used as they are to
narrowboats and motor cruisers, panic at the prospect of
a yacht under full sail careering down the cut and
woulc rightly raise difficulties.

Certain limitations are imposed by the Waterways
Board on unpowered pleasure boats. There are few tunnels
they are allowed through unaided. Circumstances alter
cases (winter being one of them), but almost always the
first cruiser you hail will willingly tow you through.
Light your lantern and secure it on the foredeck - prefer-
ably with a makeshift screen behind it to shield you
from its glare: you could well encounter a narrowboat
pair coming through the other way, and withlout your
warning light behind your tug they could believe that all
was clear, steer out from the tunnel side and into you.
Put your oilskins on too: underground stream.s often
trickle through the roof.
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Locks are no hazard, thoough they are a delay.
It's something of a nuisance that they almost always
include a bridge - if only a foot one: this means a
dropped mast with its long 6verhang which has to be
watched. But, as an inidication that they're nothing
to be afraid of, it's possi4le to cruise long distances
single handed working all the locks oneself. In
practice one is more often than not locking through
in conpany with other boats, hence easier working and a.
the valuable saving of water.

Where the canal becomes a river navigation one is
aware of changing conditions. There are wider reaches
where sailing techniques are more familiar. There
are shoals and currents; the former, remember, on the
inside of and downstream of±the bend: and as regards
the latter watch the strength, particularly when sailing
downstream towards a lock - because the river doesn't
go through the lock, it goes over a weir, and if you're
caught in the wrong side of the current with little
wind that's where you're likely to go too.

But rivers notwithstanding, canals do have their
own delights. Apart from the lovely country they
wend through, who would have thought one could spend
a really quiet and 'rural' night tied up right in the
middle of Birmingham? So often high powered industry
hat turned away from the canal (more s the pity for
our roads) and left it enchanting rather than derelict.

Finally there are some high spots - literally.
I find it extraordinarily exciting to sail high in the
air across a city (Burnley great embankment), or high
across a river on a great aqueduct (Dundas aqueduct on
the Bristol Avon and the Lune aqueduct at Lancaster -
- both by Rennie, or Marple aqueduct over the Bollin,
or Telford's masterpiece across the Dee at Pontcysyllte).
It's mad sailing, but it's wonderful . . .

* For a canal licence apply to

The British Waterways Board,
Pleasure Craft Licensing Office,

'Willow Grange', Church Road,
Watford, Herts. (Watford 26422)

They will issue a licence covering most inland waterways
but unfortunately not all. It is an anachronism that
our waterways are not licensed as our roads are: one
has to pay for a separate licence for each independent
waterway, inspite of the fact that one can float on only
one stretch of water at a time. A quick mental roundup
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of waterways for which a separate licence is payable yields:-

River Nene
Great Ouse (includes Middle Level Navigations)

*Medway
Thames (above Teddington)
Avon (Warks)
Wey (National Trust)
Stratford on Avon canal (National Trust
Rochdale canal (a vital mile or soilihk)
Bristol harbour (ditto)
Gt Yarmouth Port & Haven Conmissioners (the Broads)

In addition B.W.B. has a welcome reciprocal arrangement
with the independent Bridgewater canal, but extra B.W.B.
licences are required for Rudyard lake and the Caledonian
canal. And there certain sea locks that your B.W.B.
licence won't cover without extra payment, e;g. Chester,
Glasson dock, Regents canal dock. The Inland Waterways
Association (114 Regent's Park Road, NW11 8UQ: 01-586 2510)
is a valuable fount of information - as well as much more.
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